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Summary

For the lifetime (or negative) exponential distribution, the trimmed likelihood estimator has
been shown to be explicit in the form of aβ-trimmed mean which is representable as an
estimating functional that is both weakly continuous and Fréchet differentiable and hence
qualitatively robust at the parametric model. It also has high efficiency at the model. The
robustness is in contrast to the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) involving the usual
mean which is not robust to contamination in the upper tail ofthe distribution. When there is
known right censoring, it may be perceived that the MLE whichis the most asymptotically
efficient estimator may be protected from the effects of ”outliers” due to censoring. We
demonstrate that this is not the case generally, and in fact,based on the functional form
of the estimators, suggest a hybrid defined estimator that incorporates the best features of
both the MLE and theβ-trimmed mean. Additionally, we study the pure trimmed likelihood
estimator for censored data and show that it can be easily calculated and that not always
the censored observations are trimmed. The different trimmed estimators are compared by a
simulation study.
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1. Introduction

It is folklore that the classical maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is non-robust.
In fact it is well observed in the robustness literature thatthe MLE based on heavy tailed
distributions such as the Student t-distribution onν < +∞ degrees of freedom is in fact
both efficient and robust. For example,Clarke(1983) shows in Section 7 that the estimator
of location and scale of the Cauchy distribution, which is a special case of the Student
t-distribution with ν = 1, has a smooth bounded influence function. This means that the
estimating functional is weakly continuous, Fréchet differentiable and, as the estimator is
the MLE, it is efficient with asymptotic variance being the inverse of the Fisher Information.

For lifetime exponential distributions it is well understood that the classical maximum
likelihood estimator is known not to be robust, however, forlifetime distributions with
censoring we see bounded influence of outlying values due to fixed and known right
censoring. This raises the question of whether or not the MLEis robust in this setting and
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2 INVESTIGATING THE PERFORMANCE OF TRIMMED ESTIMATORS FOR CENSORED DATA

whether one should use alternative estimates. This is important in both medical research and
reliability studies. SeeCollett (2003), andJames(1986) more generally, for the development
and theory of classical estimation in the presence of censoring, particularly in medical
applications. Engineering and reliability applications often include industrial examples where
experiments are often being censored at a particular time point C which is fixed before
the experiments. In particular this situation as well as random noninformative censoring is
considered here in the context of robust estimation.

Trimmed likelihood estimation is a relatively new approachto robust estimation and
was introduced in separate developments byBednarski & Clarke(1993), Vandev & Neykov
(1993) and Hadi & Luceño (1997). Trimmed likelihood estimators extend the least
median of squares estimators and the least trimmed squares estimators ofRousseeuw
(1984) and Rousseeuw & Leroy(1987) by replacing the likelihood functions of the
normal distribution by likelihood functions of other distributions. Müller & Neykov
(2003) applied them for generalized linear models and other applications can be
found for example inNeykov, Filzmoser, Dimovaet al. (2007), Cheng & Biswas(2008),
Neykov, Filzmoser & Neytchev(2014). Clarke, Gamble & Bednarski(2000) (see also
Clarke, Gamble & Bednarski 2011) showed that the functional form of the trimmed
likelihood estimator for the (negative) exponential distribution is equivalent to that for the
β-trimmed mean studied at length inStaudte & Sheather(1990). Hence in the case of the
exponential distribution, the trimmed likelihood estimator is an explicit estimator. Given
the trimming and outlier proportionβ is fixed and known, the estimator has relatively high
efficiency at the model exponential distribution and can be more efficient than estimators
based on quantiles as demonstrated inStaudte & Sheather(1990). Moreover the estimator
functional is both weakly continuous and Fréchet differentiable at the model. This, for
example, guarantees both consistency and asymptotic normality of the estimator. It is also
qualitatively robust in a sense due toHampel(1971). The trimmed likelihood estimator for the
exponential distribution was also extended to acceleratedlifetime experiments and to general
regression setups with the exponential distribution byMüller, Szugat, Celiket al.(2016) who
derived the influence function for this situation.

In a parallel developmentAhmed, Volodin & Hussein(2005) investigate a weighted
trimmed likelihood for the exponential distribution whichleads to a weighted mean, where
the weights depend on a significance level and the data. This leads to subsequent trimming
of large observations before calculating the mean of the remainder. This is not the same form
as theβ-trimmed mean ofStaudte & Sheather(1990) which re-scales the trimmed mean,
with largest observations trimmed, based on a constant thatdepends on the proportion of
observations trimmed. This re-scaling gives a consistent estimator at the model parametric
family. Nevertheless both approaches make use of a trimmed mean.

In this paper, we consider trimmed estimators for censored data. Recently,
Farcomeni & Viviani (2011) proposed a trimmed estimator for censored data in the Cox
regression model by maximizing a trimmed partial likelihood via a Metropolis-type
algorithm. However, here we will provide foundations for trimming censored data with the
exponential distribution. In this case, the MLE can be written down explicitly. We show in
Section4 that this leads to a very simple method to calculate a trimmedlikelihood estimator
for this case. From the uncensored case where always the largest observations are trimmed
with theβ-trimmed mean, it could be expected that the largest observations, which are often
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the censored observations, are trimmed with a trimmed likelihood as well. However, we show
that this is not always the case.

Nevertheless the trimmed likelihood estimator, like the MLE, has the drawback of a
strong bias in some situations. Therefore we introduce additionally in Section5 two natural
hybrid estimators based on the MLE and theβ-trimmed mean for the case of a fixed
censoring constantC. These estimators are based on the idea that the trimmed estimator
could be the MLE when the trimming proportion is not larger than the proportion of censored
observations.

Before we consider the different types of trimmed estimators, Section2 repeats known
results for the maximum likelihood estimator and Section3 offers known results for theβ-
trimmed mean. Section6 provides a comparison of the different estimators via simulation.

2. The Maximum Likelihood Estimator

LetX1, X2, . . . , Xn be a sequence of independent times until the occurrence of anevent
of interest and letC1, C2, . . . , Cn be a sequence of independent censoring variables, which
are additionally independent ofX1, X2, . . . , Xn. Then what we observe is

Zi = min(Xi, Ci), for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Now, suppose that eventsXi have a probability distribution,Fθ(x), with density function
fθ(x) then the survivor function is

Sθ(x) = 1− Fθ(x) = P (Xi > x)

where the distribution functionFθ(x) = 1− e−x/θ and densityfθ(x) = θ−1e−x/θ, for x >

0, θ > 0. Therefore, the hazard function isλθ = fθ(x)/Sθ(x) = θ−1. If we denote

∆i =

{

1 if Xi < Ci (uncensored)

0 if Xi ≥ Ci (censored)

= I{Xi < Ci}

where I is the indicator variable. Since the censoring variables are independent of
X1, X2, . . . , Xn, we can assume that they are independent of the parameterθ as well so that
their distributions do not influence the likelihood function. The realizations ofXi, Ci, Zi,∆i

are denoted byxi, ci, zi, δi. We find that what is recorded is(zi, δi) for i = 1, 2 . . . n, which
leads to a likelihood function given by

L(θ) =

n
∏

i=1

fθ(zi)
δiSθ(zi)

1−δi

=
n
∏

i=1

(

fθ(zi)

Sθ(zi)

)δi

Sθ(zi)

=

n
∏

i=1

λθ(zi)
δiSθ(zi)

=

n
∏

i=1

(

1

θ

)δi

e−zi/θ.
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4 INVESTIGATING THE PERFORMANCE OF TRIMMED ESTIMATORS FOR CENSORED DATA

Now, taking the log of the likelihood

logL(θ) = −

n
∑

i=1

δi log(θ)−
1

θ

n
∑

i=1

zi

and applying the partial derivative and equating to zero

∂

∂θ
logL(θ) = −

1

θ

n
∑

i=1

δi +
1

θ2

n
∑

i=1

zi = 0

leads to the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) forθ

θ̂ =

∑n
i=1 zi

∑n
i=1 δi

=

∑n
i=1 zi
nuc

. (1)

Here,nuc is the total number of uncensored observations.
A special case is where all censoring variables are equal andgiven by a fixed constant

C. Then, we notice that

n
∑

i=1

zi =

n
∑

i=1

xi I(xi < C) + (n− nuc)C

and substituting this into the MLE gives

θ̂ =

∑n
i=1 xi I(xi < C) + (n− nuc)C

nuc

=
n
∫

[0,C)
xdFn(x) + (n− nuc)C

nuc
.

It can also be noticed that, the denominator,nuc = #{xi < C} = limx↑C nFn(x), so that
now the MLE

θ̂ =
n
∫

[0,C)
xdFn(x) + (n− limx↑C nFn(x))C

limx↑C nFn(x)
. (2)

Here Fn is the empirical distribution function. We shall denote theestimator aŝθmle ≡

θ̂mle(Fn).

3. The β-Trimmed Mean

Staudte & Sheather(1990) gave the form for theβ-trimmed mean

Tβ[F ] = E[X |X < x1−β ]

=
1

1− β

∫ F−1(1−β)

0

xdF (x)

= µβ
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whereX has exponential distribution here, i.e.F = Fθ. Now, noting that we are only
concerned with trimming on the right, the estimator is then defined by the conditional
distributionX

P (X < x|X < x1−β) =
1− e−(x/θ)

1− β
, 0 < x < x1−β

which has density function

fθ|X<x1−β
(x) =

1

θ(1 − β)
e−(x/θ), 0 < x < x1−β .

Theβ-trimmed mean is then given by evaluatingF at the empirical distributionFn. Then the
estimator forµβ is achieved by replacingF with Fn

Tβ[Fn] = x̄n,β =
1

r

r
∑

i=1

x(m)

wherer = n− [nβ] is the number of observations remaining after[nβ] have been trimmed,
and x(m) is the mth order statistic. It follows that the consistent estimator for θ at the
exponential distribution is (seeClarke, Gamble & Bednarski 2000, 2011)

θ̂β =
1− β

1− β + β lnβ
x̄n,β . (3)

4. The Trimmed Likelihood Estimator

The loglikelihood functionL is given byL(θ) =
∑n

i=1 li(θ) where

li(θ) = −δi log(θ)−
1

θ
zi, i = 1, . . . , n,

are the individual loglikelihood functions. Let bel(1)(θ) ≤ l(2)(θ) ≤ . . . ≤ l(n)(θ) the
ordered individual loglikelihood functions where the ordering depends onθ. Theh-trimmed
likelihood estimator̂θh is given by (seeMüller & Neykov 2003)

θ̂h = argmax
θ

n
∑

i=h+1

l(i)(θ)

where theh smallest individual loglikelihood functions are trimmed.
If there are no censored data, i.e.δi = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n, then the orderingl(1)(θ) ≤

. . . ≤ l(n)(θ) is independent ofθ so that the largest observationszi must be trimmed to
maximize

∑n
i=h+1 l(i)(θ). Hence in this case, theh-trimmed likelihood estimator is theβ-

trimmed mean withh = n− r = [nβ].
If there are censored data then the ordering ofl(1)(θ) ≤ . . . ≤ l(n)(θ) depends onθ.

Nevertheless, theh-trimmed likelihood estimator depends on the ordered observations as
well and we have to consider at mosth+ 1 cases, namely that0, 1, . . . , h of the censored
observations are trimmed. To see this, setm = nuc =

∑n
i=1 δi for the number of uncensored
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6 INVESTIGATING THE PERFORMANCE OF TRIMMED ESTIMATORS FOR CENSORED DATA

observations and assume without loss of generality

z1 = x1 ≤ z2 = x2 ≤ . . . ≤ zm = xm,

zm+1 = cm+1 ≤ zm+2 = cm+2 ≤ . . . ≤ zn = cn. (4)

Subsets of the sample{z1, . . . , zn} can be defined by index setsI ⊂ {1, . . . , n} so that
z(I) = {zi; i ∈ I}. If θ̂(z(I)) denotes the maximum likelihood estimator for the subsample
z(I), which can be explicitely calculated according to Section2, and♯I denotes the number
of elements inI then theh-trimmed likelihood estimator is also given by

θ̂h = θ̂(z(I∗)) where I∗ = argmax

{

∑

i∈I

li(θ̂(z(I))); I with ♯I = n− h

}

.

Using this representation of theh-trimmed likelihood estimator,
(

n
h

)

index setsI have to be
considered which is usually too much for applications. However, here only at mosth+ 1

index sets must be considered. For

k ∈ K = {max{0,m− h},max{0,m− h}+ 1, . . . ,min{m,n− h} − 1,min{m,n− h}}

define the special index sets

Ik = {h+ 1, . . . , n} for k = 0 if m− h ≤ 0,

Ik = {1, . . . , k,m+ 1, . . . ,m+ n− h− k}

for 0 < max{0,m− h} < k < min{m,n− h} < n− h,

Ik = {1, . . . , n− h} for k = n− h if n− h ≤ m.

Note thatK has onlyh+ 1 elements if0 ≤ m− h andm ≤ n− h. Otherwise it has less than
h+ 1 elements since the numberm of uncensored observations is less thanh or the number
n−m of censored observations is less thanh. The index setI0 includes no uncensored
observations so that all uncensored observations are trimmed which is only possible ifh ≥ m.
The setIn−h includes no censored observations so that all censored observations are trimmed
which is only possible ifh ≥ n−m. Generally, the setIk includesk uncensored observations
andn− h− k censored observations.

Now consider an arbitrary index setI with ♯I = n− h andk indices less thanm+ 1 so
that the corresponding subsample containsk uncensored observationszj(1) = xj(1) ≤ . . . ≤

zj(k) = xj(k) and n− h− k censored observationszj(k+1) = cj(k+1) ≤ . . . ≤ zj(n−h) =
cj(n−h). The ordering of the observations given by (4) provides

z1 ≤ zj(1), . . . , zk ≤ zj(k), zm+1 ≤ zj(k+1), . . . , zm+n−h−k ≤ zj(n−h),

so that for allθ > 0

∑

i∈I

li(θ) =

k
∑

i=1

(

− log(θ) −
1

θ
zj(i)

)

−

n−h
∑

i=k+1

1

θ
zj(i)

≤

k
∑

i=1

(

− log(θ) −
1

θ
zi

)

−

m+n−h−k
∑

i=m+1

1

θ
zi

=
∑

i∈Ik

li(θ) ≤
∑

i∈Ik

li(θ̂(z(Ik))).
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Hence it is enough to consider only the index setsIk with k ∈ K and the following Theorem
holds.

Theorem 1. Theh-trimmed likelihood estimator̂θh is given by

θ̂h = θ̂(z(Ik∗
)) where k∗ = argmax

{

∑

i∈Ik

li

(

θ̂(z(Ik))
)

; k ∈ K

}

andθ̂(z(Ik)) = 1
k

(

∑k
i=1 zi +

∑m+n−h−k
i=m+1 zi

)

is the maximum likelihood estimator for the

subsample given byIk.

The following simple example with fixed censoring constant shows that not always
k∗ = min{m,n− h} holds so that even in this case not always all censored observations
are trimmed.

Example 1. 10 observations were simulated with an exponential distribution withθ = 10 and
the fixed censoring constantC = 10 was used. This led to the following ordered observations

1.397953, 1.457067, 1.47046, 4.360686, 5.396828, 7.551818, 9.565675, 10, 10, 10

so that 3 observations were censored. Ifh = 2 then k∗ = 5 so that only the two largest
uncensored observations are trimmed. The 2-trimmed estimator is thenθ̂2 = 8.816599 while
the maximum likelihood estimator for the whole sample is given by 8.742927.

If θ is less than 1 or close to 1 then it is more likely that the censored observations are
trimmed.

5. The Proposed Hybrid Estimators

Here we assume a fixed censoring constantC. Then theβ-trimmed mean,̂θβ , can be
used provided thatF−1

n (1− β) < C. Now replacingFn byFθ̂β
in (2) allows us to consider

the pseudo MLE,̂θpmle, which is given by

θ̂pmle =
n
∫ C

0
xdFθ̂β

(x) + (n− nFθ̂β
(C))C

nFθ̂β
(C)

. (5)

5.1. Proposal 1

Theβ-trimmed mean,̂θβ , makes no sense ifF−1
n (1 − β) ≥ C, so that we suggest to

just useθ̂mle in this case. Hence the new trimmed estimator can be of the form

θ̂p1 =

{

θ̂pmle if F−1
n (1− β) < C,

θ̂mle if F−1
n (1− β) ≥ C.

(6)

Note thatF−1
n (1− β) ≥ C meansF−1

n (1− β) = C sinceFn(C) = 1. Now, evaluating the
integral from (5)

∫ C

0

xdFθ̂β
(x) =

∫ C

0

x
1

θ̂β
e−x/θ̂βdx

= θ̂β − (C + θ̂β)e
−C/θ̂β (7)
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8 INVESTIGATING THE PERFORMANCE OF TRIMMED ESTIMATORS FOR CENSORED DATA

and we get

θ̂pmle =
n(θ̂β − (C + θ̂β)e

−C/θ̂β) + (n− nFθ̂β
(C))C

nFθ̂β
(C)

.

Then substituteFθ̂β
(C) = 1− e−C/θ̂β into the equation

θ̂pmle =
nθ̂β − n(C + θ̂β)e

−C/θ̂β + (n− n(1 − e−C/θ̂β))C

n(1− e−C/θ̂β )

=
nθ̂β − nCe−C/θ̂β − nθ̂βe

−C/θ̂β + nCe−C/θ̂β

n(1− e−C/θ̂β)

=
nθ̂β(1− e−C/θ̂β)

n(1− e−C/θ̂β)

= θ̂β

which is the consistent trimmed mean estimator in (3). Hence, the proposal for the new
censored data estimator is defined by

θ̂p1 =

{

θ̂β if F−1
n (1− β) < C,

θ̂mle if F−1
n (1− β) ≥ C.

(8)

5.2. Proposal 2

A second possibility is to recognize that we can expand the integral, from (2)

∫

[0,C)

xdFn(x) =

∫

[0,F−1

n (1−β))

xdFn(x) +

∫

[F−1

n (1−β),C)

xdFn(x)

and noticing that(1− β)Tβ [Fn] =
∫

[0,F−1

n (1−β))
xdFn(x) then gives

∫

[0,C)

xdFn(x) = (1− β)Tβ [Fn] +

∫

[F−1

n (1−β),C)

xdFn(x). (9)

The second integral in the expression could be unstable, dueto large observations. We
therefore replaceFn byFθ̂β

which gives

∫

[F−1

n (1−β),C)

xdFn(x) ≈

∫ C

F−1

n (1−β)

xdFθ̂β

=

∫ C

F−1

n (1−β)

x
1

θ̂β
e−x/θ̂βdx

= −(C + θ̂β)e
−C/θ̂β + (F−1

n (1− β) + θ̂β)e
−F−1

n (1−β)/θ̂β
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So
∫

[0,C)

xdFn(x) ≈ (1 − β)Tβ [Fn]− (C + θ̂β)e
−C/θ̂β

+ (F−1
n (1− β) + θ̂β)e

−F−1

n (1−β)/θ̂β

≡ Correction(Fn, β, C)

Here, we find the resulting pseudo corrected maximum likelihood estimator (pcmle) is
then

θ̂pcmle=
nCorrection(Fn, β, C) + (n− limx↑C nFn(x))C

limx↑C nFn(x)
.

Hence, our proposed estimator is defined by

θ̂p2 =

{

θ̂pclme if F−1
n (1− β) < C,

θ̂mle if F−1
n (1− β) ≥ C.

(10)

6. Simulation results

The performances of the proposed estimators,θ̂h (TLE), θ̂p1 (P1), andθ̂p2 (P2), were
compared with that of the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) at the contamination
“model” F = (1− ǫ)Fθ1 + ǫ Fθ2 . At this contamination model, a small fractionǫ of
observations were generated withθ2 satisfyingθ2 > θ1 so that these observations are outliers,
i.e. they tend to be much larger then the observations of the central model generated withθ1.
We are especially interested in the results attained by the estimators when considering small
and large sample sizes and when the censoring constantC ranges from one to large. Hence
10, 000 replicates of sizen = 20, 100, 500 were generated.

Figure 1 shows the means, the variances, the squared biases, and the mean squared
errors (MSE) of the estimates in these simulations for n=20.The biases and the MSE were
calculated with respect toθ1 of the central model. All estimates are strongly biased. However
the trimmed likelihood estimator (TLE) underestimates thevalue of the central model while
all other estimators overestimate. Using this small samplesize, the MSE of the TLE is the
best as soon as the censoring constant is not too small. This changes completely using larger
sample sizes as shown in Figure2. For the larger sample sizes, the TLE provides the worst
MSE because it underestimates the parameter of the central model much more than the other
estimate overestimate it. The estimator P1 shows the best MSE for these sample sizes if the
censoring constant is not too small. It outperforms clearlythe MLE which is not the case for
the TLE. The estimator P2 is also better than the MLE for larger censoring constants but it is
always worse than P1.

Additionally, we modified the proportion of outliers and theparameters of the central
model and the contamination. Some of these results are shownin Figure3. Here the TLE is
the best as soon as the trimming proportionβ is the same as the contamination proportionǫ.
If this is not the case then P1 is superior. The MLE becomes theworst for large censoring
constant.
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10 INVESTIGATING THE PERFORMANCE OF TRIMMED ESTIMATORS FORCENSORED DATA

All scenarios showed that the MSE of the MLE is an increasing function of the censoring
constant while the trimmed estimators are reaching a plateau or are decreasing for large
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Figure 3. MSE of the estimators for n=100 with different constellations ofǫ, θ1, θ2, and the trimming
proportionβ

censoring constants like P2. Hence the trimmed estimators are much more robust against
contamination than the MLE. Moreover, P1 is always better than P2. Hence the only robust
competitors are the TLE and the P1 estimator. The P1 estimator outperforms the TLE for
larger samples sizes if the proportions of contamination and trimming do not coincide.
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